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CAST

Mr. Woodward.................................Brandon Triola
(also appearing as Stingo and Sir Charles Marlowe)
Young Marlow..................................Parker Newton
Kate Hardcastle.................................Audra Yokley
Mr. Hardcastle..................................Jon Hennington+
Mrs. Hardcastle.................................Lydia Milman+
Hastings............................................Gerald Brandon
Tony Lumpkin.................................Matt Suggs
Constance Neville..............................Jessica Clark
Diggory.............................................John Kevin Pocus
Maids............................................Kim Dean
Servants and Townspeople.................Mark Wells, Jared Harbison, Joshua Jones

The action of the play takes place in 1773

Act I
The county house of Mr. Hardcastle
The Three Jolly Pigeons alehouse
The county house of Mr. Hardcastle

Act II
The county house of Mr. Hardcastle
The horse pond
The county house of Mr. Hardcastle

There will be a 15 minute intermission

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

From the “laughing” comedies of the Restoration period through the Domestic Tragedies of the early 1700’s, English popular drama again made a shift to a style of Sentimental Comedy by the middle of the 18th Century. In one hundred years the public taste had undergone the changes of laughing at the immorality of the upper class, to having the immoral punished, to seeing the immoral rescued and reformed. Several authors rebelled against this last genre of Sentimental Comedy and attempted to restore the style of “laughing” comedies, as made popular by Wycherley and Congreve, to the repertory of the late 18th century. SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER, written and first produced in 1773, is considered one of the masterpieces of this “laughing” style. Through comic misunderstandings, intrigues, and discoveries Goldsmith leads us down the rocky path of young love and brings us to a surprise resolution of events.

I have included a prologue with this production that was added by the great English actor David Garrick. In this prologue Mr. Woodward, an actual theatrical producer at the Dury Lane theatre, mourns the passing of the Comic Muse, or “laughing” comedy and as a doctor offers us this play as medicine to cure the ills of Sentimental Comedy. Garrick includes a reference to Shuter as one of the chief mourners of the Comic Muse. Edward Shuter was a low-comedy actor who played the original Mr. Hardcastle and was a favorite of the 18th Century audience.

So we present this “potion: a kind of magic charm- for be assured,
If you will swallow it, the maid is cured.”
How DO we pick our plays, and why?

We are regularly asked these questions, and with every subtextual tone imaginable. As this season will undoubtedly raise a few eyebrows, I thought it best to provide some answers. First, let me say that play selection is not rocket science, and there is no formula guaranteed to please every taste. Most successful theatre companies develop a particular style and attract a particular audience pleased by that style. At many universities, play selection is simply a matter of allowing directors to select whatever they would like to do.

As an educational theatre, we believe we are obligated to goals other than building a patron base or simply serving the whims of our faculty. We are obligated to provide our students (as performers, designers, technicians and audience) with a broad range of experience. We are obligated to introduce them to the classics as well as the contemporaries, the realistic as well as the stylized, and to work from a variety of cultures.

At the beginning of each academic year, the UAB Department of Theatre begins the process of selecting the next year's season. We have established a rotation of 16 different categories, guaranteeing that in a four year cycle a student will have the opportunity to experience at least one production from each of those categories. Faculty and students are invited to submit titles of plays for consideration, and over the next few months, we work together to narrow the list. The criteria include everything from design considerations to casting challenges to topicality of themes to resources and budget. The reduced list is then arranged into a myriad of possible combinations until one emerges as the best possible season for us.

It's not rocket science, but we believe it takes us where we want to go.

Marc Powers, Chair
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